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Abstract
This paper presents Cloud automation/robotics as a new dimension to scalable,
multifunctional computing infrastructure for Internet of Things (IoT) driven smart metering.
The system uses virtualized and load balanced Internet environment to perform massive
data processing with enormous analytic storage and application clustering. Cloud based IoT
metering system is designed with embedded open source hardware for cost effectiveness. In
this paper, Smart metering IoT automation employed two validation approaches, namely: IoT
smart metering proof-of-concept and cloud virtualization evaluations. Mathematical
characterizations of the cloud based IoT metering involving Linear Programming optimization
and closed-control loop model are presented. An experimental setup for the system is
achieved using MATLAB R2014b version 8.4 discrete event simulation tool. Results from
cloud virtualization convergence between high profile Type-1(open loop mode) and Type-2
(closed loop mode) server model are discussed. Delay states and resource availability
metrics are evaluated for both virtualized server pool and the legacy server pool. It was
observed that the average system delay for the virtualized and legacy server pools yielded
21.76% and 78.24% respectively. Similarly, average service availability observed in both
cases are 64.42% and 35.58% respectively. The perspective offered in this work validates
cloud automation for enterprise wide scale computing such as cyber-physical systems.
Keywords - Automation, Cloud Hypervisor, Cyber-physical systems, Internet of Things,
Smart Metering, MATLAB
1. Introduction
With the availability of disruptive technologies for services convergence, the integration of
Cloud technology and multi-robot systems now facilitates the design of multi-intelligent
systems with improved efficiency, high real-time performance, and low cost (Jiafu,
Shenglong, Hehua, Di, Shiyong, and Athanasios, 2016). According to (Kumar, 2004), the
field of networked robotics, has come of age with the IoT disruptions. This has evolved into
improving the quality of human lives by converging real-time physical and the virtual world
together, thereby creating smart environments that make energy, transport, cities and many
other areas more intelligent (Vermesan, 2103). The growth of IoT has fuelled the
development of various components for smart environments especially the Smart Internet of
Energy (S-IoE) which addresses the issues of efficient energy consumption monitoring and
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Demand Side Management (DSM). However, considering IoT smart metering, the problem is
finding an optimal model in a cloud virtual space that can facilitate full scale DSM. The
effective operation of IoT devices employed in metering systems depends on efficient
controls and communication driven QoS model. Many authors, (Tschofenig, Arkko,Thaler, &
McPherson, 2015) highlighted the various communication models including device-to-cloud
communication (D2C) needed in metering applications. But as IoT continues to evolve,
further potential/benefits will be derived through a combination with related technological
approaches and concepts such as Cloud Computing, Future Internet, Big Data, robotic and
semantic technology, (Vermesan, 2013).
With Cloud integrations, synchronization of networked physical systems either on-demand or
real time is feasible using the ideas of networked robotics, (Kuffner, 2010; Kumar, Daniela,
and Sukhatme, 2004). In any case, virtual plug-and play with IoT is very significant in the
field of networked intelligent systems. By connecting IoT meters to the cloud, its algorithm
explores powerful computational, storage, and communications resources of a Distributed
Cloud Computing Network (DCCN) design, (Okafor, 2017a). The process makes use of real
time information from various agents such as house owners, energy regulators, among
others. Integrating the IoT meter with the cloud network, allows the home owners to remotely
designate restricted tasks to the edge devices through networked gateway such as smart
load balancers at the Fog layer (Okafor, 2017a). (Okafor, Chijindu, Ononiwu, and Nosiri,
2016a) observed that data offloading with Cloud computing drivers such as containers,
virtualization, Fog resource allocation and task scheduling, will ensure that the IoT metering
devices at the network edge have robust capability for computational workloads processing.
Hence, the proposed cloud automation seeks to achieve a lightweight metering system that
has intelligent memory in the cloud. The cloud in context has its networked hypervisor,
optimized knowledge base for large scale parallel computation. Also, the cloud domain has
supports for task schedulers, deep knowledge learning, big data processing, and network
communication.
The main goal of this paper is to present Cloud automated infrastructure for IoT smart
meters whose computational intelligence resides within the Cloud hypervisor. Experimental
validation for Cloud convergence of IoT devices/objects using Fog layer virtualization is
explored. This is demonstrated between Type-1 server which is an open loop server without
Fog layer virtualization while Type-2 server is a closed loop server with Fog layer
virtualization. Section 1.2. presents the state of the art, highlighting the Internet of Things,
Cloud automation, Cloud control theory and related literature on Cloud automation. Section
2.0 discusses the materials and methods. Section 3.0 presents the system modeling and
optimization; Section 4.0 analyzes Cloud automation experimental network while Section 5.0
presents the implementation of Cloud automated model for IoT metering system. Section 6.0
concludes the work with future direction.
1.2.
State Of The Art
This Section presents important perspectives focusing on IoT, Cloud automation; Cloud
control theory as well as related works on Cloud automation.
1.2.1. Internet of Things (IoT)
According to (Elias, Saraju, Gavin, Umar & Prabha, 2016), the interaction between
heterogeneous and ubiquitous things/objects in order to associate/interact with other things
or devices with unique IP identifiers explains the IoT concept. A very important component of
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IoT is its communication model, (Atzori, Iera, Morabito, 2010 ; Guinard, Trifa, Karnouskos,
Spiess, Savio, 2010; Gonzalez, Garca-Bustelo, Espada, Cueva, Midgar, 2014; Gama,
Touseau, & Donsez, 2012; Tan (2010). By introducing control optimizations into IoT
communication interfaces, maximum comfort and satisfaction can be derived from D2C
control models, Elias et al. (2016). For instance, a single remote control for turning on/off
appliances (like television sets, home theatres, air-condition or lighting points located some
distance away from a central spot) offers satisfactory flexibility to end-users. IoT can still be
applied in various sectors such as e-health systems, Intelligent smart grid, among others.
Every IoT based system comprises sensor transducers that can be connected to a network
to collect real time data (data streams) to meet specific objectives. A typical example is
found in smart cities, (Rajaram, Kougianos, Mohanty, & Choppali, 2016; Mohanty, Choppali,
& Kougianos, 2016).
1.2.2. Cloud Automation
Cloud automation is defined as a disruptive technology that uses Cloud computing (Foster.
Zhao, Raicu, and Lu, 2008), Cloud storage (Mell &Grance, 2010), and Fog/Edge computing
(Okafor, Achumba, Chukwudebe, & Gordon, 2017b), to achieve converged and shared
services for applications and its end-users (Rajkumar, 2013). In this case, the Internet is the
principal component used to harvest the computing potentials. In this regard, the Cloud
ecosystem has the capacity to accommodate inexhaustible range of objects and things. This
is achieved by using IPV6 addressing scheme, as well as application plug-and-play drivers.
Using Cloud computing from control theory background further illustrates the components of
IoT-Cloud interactions in context.
1.2.3. Cloud Control Theory
With Cloud control processing, a robust platform for IoT big data processing can be
achieved. In context, a Cloud-IoT controller design allows for experimental performance
evaluation. By using Cloud control dynamics to model volatile online apps, such issues as
traffic fluctuations could be managed using Cloud resource elasticity (dynamic virtualization).
This offers corrective automation in the process of workload service provisioning, making IoT
related integration seamless and efficient. Basically, a large-scale distributed computing
paradigm driven by economies of scale, in which a pool of abstracted virtualized,
dynamically-scalable, managed computing power, storage, platforms, and services are
delivered on-demand to external customers over Internet defines the concept of Cloud
computing. It has scalable, elastic attributes and provides multifaceted capabilities using
Internet technologies to end-users. An on-demand enabled network access characterizes
this model. In this case, a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, applications, and services) is rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction. With dedicated application interfaces, this
could create scalable computing for IoT, Fog and Edge interfaces which has been found
absent most distributed systems (Rajkumar, Yeo , Venugopal, Broberg, & Brandic, 2009).
With dynamic virtualization, end-user interaction across all the applications in Figure 1 will
not saturate/congest the entire system owing to the influence of DCCN housing Integrated
Service OpenFlow Load Balancer (ISOLB) in the system (Okafor et al, 2017a). Clearly,
these Cloud control for IoT driven systems will enhance the efficiency of the distributed and
heterogeneous systems hosting real-time data acquisition applications. Without adequate
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automated controls, this will create systemic problems involving collapse in Large Scale
Storage Space (LSSP), Big Volume of Data (BVD) models, and High End Computational
Processing Power (HECPP) systems. System flexibility, high availability, and mixednetwork/communication protocols are required to appreciate the benefits of dynamic
virtualization in IoT-based metering/networked systems.
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Figure 1: A Bird Eye view of controlled Cloud system.
Using Cloud automation, a set of intelligent physical devices are interconnected, controlled
and managed via Cloud software driven infrastructure as shown in Figure 1.In this case,
unique identifiers (IPV4/6) are used to connect the IoT-Cloud based smart meters to the
Internet. Open-Flow Virtual logical Aggregation Network (OpenFlow-VLAN), Volume Based
Billing/control (VBB/VBC), Service load balancer, firewalls are all accommodated in the
Cloud ISOLB for an efficient metering platform. A review of literature on Cloud automation
and its applications integration is presented in Section 1.2.4.
1.2.4. Related Works
This Section presents efforts on Cloud automation systems. Network latency and system
downtime among other QoS metrics enables Cloud automation systems to make provision
for local processing in low-latency response systems especially during the periods where
network access is unavailable or unreliable, (Ben, Sachin, Pieter, & Ken, 2014). For
instance, the proposed IoT based smart meters running on the Cloud, have serious
concerns for network latency. Cloud robotics/automation has been explored by (Ben et
al.2014) where the Cloud computing is used improve robotic and automation systems.
(Atzori et al, 2010; Lu & and Fu, 2009) focused on using IoT to take stock of home
appliances for communication exchange of information. In the era of smart networking,
Industrial Internet has been explored to interface networks for data sharing and processing
into various sectors such as energy, transportation, and healthcare (Evans & Annunziata,
2012; Kelly, 2013; General Electric, 2014), among others. Big Data and Cloud Computing
have been used in smart industries to process water disposals for irrigation purposes,
(Accenture, 2017; McKinsey, 2012; Droplet, 2017). Other Cloud robotics/automation
systems include the RoboEarth systems architecture (RoboEarth, 2017; Waibel, Beetz,
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Civera, D’Andrea, Elfring, G´alvez-L´opez, H¨aussermann, Janssen, Montiel, Perzylo,
Schieß le, Tenorth, Zweigle, & De Molengraft, 2011); CloudThink (Wilhelm, Siegel, Mayer,
Paefgen, Tiefenbeck, Bicker, Ho, Dantu, & Sarma, 2013), Cloud-Based Robot (Ben, Akihiro,
Sal, James, & Ken, 2013), SGEMS (Okafor, Ononiwu, Oparaku, 2016b; Okafor, Ononiwu,
Okoye, Ndubuaku, 2017c). Similarly, Big Data (BD) in Collective Robot Learning (CRL), and
human computation using crowd sourcing are emerging areas found useful in Cloud
automation research. The gap in literature is on the absence of virtualization as a control
optimization technique for Cloud robotics that executes data mining. This can be used to
improve flexible metering using domain based robotic-engine support for heavy traffic
workload. The system can train a user consumed datasets on the Cloud server with analytic
hypervisor which then stores the data in a robust database framework like Apache Hadoop.
2. Materials and Methods
This Section will present Cloud automated architecture for IoT device integration and
describe the basic elements in the proposed system.
2.1. Design Automation Architecture
The Cloud automated application for IoT based metering shown in Figure 2 was designed
based on power sensing (current, voltage), ADE7756 metering IC, and low frequency
Andrino microcontroller board. These served as the primary controller that collects
information from the Energy Acquisition Module (EAM-ADE7756AN). This gives the energy
output for user metering. The application API runs on hyper-scaled virtual machine service
coordinator which allows metering device connection scalability. The Cloud automated IoT
metering system (IoT-SMS) was designed as an open-standard for self-reporting sensing
devices such as sensors mounted at the edge devices of the home owners. Cloud-enabled
server storage system captures all the stored data via sets of sensor network. This facilitates
collaborative sharing of data for traffic routing in respect of individual home owners. In this
case, collective robotic learning is used by the IoTsmart meters. The system smartly meters
the end user load consumption pattern and shares the details via the Cloud domain to all the
user-connected devices such as smart-vehicles, smart phones/devices, among others. In
context, the end user’s metered profile such as real power (W), energy in kWh, kWh/month,
kWh/year, and billing computations are then processed in the Cloud environment for the end
users auditing. With DSM in the IoT meter, the system generates energy profiles and
accounts for consumption using IoT driven Cloud meters.
Figure 3 shows the different layers of Cloud automated architecture for real time processing.
Once connected to a smart micro-grid, a real time snapshot of the end user consumed
energy details is taken by the IoT-SMS and sent via the IPV6 network to the Cloud Data
Recognition Engine (CDRE) which segments and stores the data via a label tag to Cloud
Robotic Server Clusters (CRSC) in Figure 1. Similarly, the IoT-SMS uses its digital signal
processors and active power sensors to capture the energy data for analytics. The Cloud
Transceiver (CT) activates the bill estimator and the consumption profile engines which
stores data in the CRSC. The server returns the stored data for DSM by the end-user/home
owner. TheIoT-SMS uses the measured consumed datasets to perform bill estimation, and
selects user consumption profiles of candidate captured profiles. After realizing the data
storage, theIoT-SMS assesses and stores results in the Cloud for future reference aiding in
predictive analytics.
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Figure 2: Cloud automated model for IoT Smart Meter (Source: author’s Testbed, 2017)

Figure 3: Cloud IoT Micro-grid architecture.
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3. System Modelling
The mathematical model representing the interconnection and the interaction of the various
components of the Cloud automated model is discussed in Section 3.1. Given that
represents a set of all the physical machines in the complete server cluster, the objective
function is to optimize the server performance and reduce delay while maintaining fault
tolerance generally.
3.1. Optimization Model
A Cloud automation network is formulated for group server clusters hosting the smart
metered GUI application. Clusters such as CRSNsa, CRSNsb, CRSNscand CRSNsdwith
servers K1 toKn, has the system formulation for heterogeneous mapping described below.
Let
be the directed networked automated Cloud having finite elements set of
node objects,
and a set of directed arc
linking pair of node objects in
By mapping with every arc
, a flow
, a cost per unit flow
, a lower bound on the
flow
and a capacity
to each node
,
then assigns an integer number
representing the available supply or demand for traffic flow at that edge node.
If
, then node is the source supply node, if
then node is the sink demand
node, but when
, node becomes a trans-shipment node. i.e., a node that receives
and transfers data streams basically placed at the edge layer. The formulation of the Cloud
automation optimization problem as a Linear Programming (LP) problem is derived as
follows.
∑
∑

Subject to∑
for all

(1)

(1)
,

(2)
Such that the total net Cloud ingress equals zero by adding the mass flow balance equations
over all
resulting in Equation (2)
∑

∑

∑

(2)

By using notational matrix, this can be described as in Equation 3
(3)
Where N is the node arc incidence matrix having a row for each node and a column for
each arc. The description in Section 4.3 and 4.4 addresses the issues between the edge
devices and the virtualized Cloud servers. In all instances, the total supply (arrivals) must be
equal to total demand (service rates) on
whose
. The Minimum Cost Flow (MCF)
problem is to send all the flows from the source nodes to
(i.e. satisfying the demand
constraints (5 and 6), at minimum cost. The flow bound constraints for , (3), must be
satisfied. The
demand constraints are represented as traffic mass balance constraints.
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As for the assignment problem (system integration) in Figure 2, the data transportation from
the edge devices to the core is based on a bi-partite graph taking type-1 virtualization into
cognizance. But the performance of the Cloud automation for any network is the function of
the QoS experienced by home user in the event of data transactions on the Cloud. In this
work, throughput, and availability performance metrics are used to assess the performance
of system design.
Since the Cloud automation architecture requirements are represented by above mentioned
driver parameters, the number of servers to be allocated to tier-l in the CR is defined by the
isolation in CRSNsdN. The maximum and minimum virtualization attribute requirements are
represented by two matrices VirMAXand VirMIN, where each element of the virtualization
subsystem represent the maximum and minimum level of attribute K for any server in Figure
2. The matrix is defined to characterize the traffic pattern of the application, where the
element
represents the maximum amount of traffic going from each server in the Cloud.
The numbers N1 to
represent the Internet traffic coming into and going out of each
server in tier 1+V. Using these traffic parameters, the system throughput can calculated as
the rate of incoming and outgoing traffic successfully received at the automation server
clusters in a given time denoted by T1. Hence,
∑

∑

(4)

The complex LP form for the throughput problem in the presence of Cloud virtualization is
stated as
∑

∑

∑

∑

∑

(5a)

Subject to:
∑

and∑

for all

(5b)

Where V = virtual instances on the Cloud domain which can be scaled (0 or 1).
There could be issues of delay which measures the time that elapsed between the time edge
packets departed and the time it reached the destination Cloud server for processing .
This is addressed by an abstracted Fog layer. However; a Cloud automated control system
using a closed loop model will stabilize traffic flow in and out of the system.
3.2.
Cloud Control Loop Model
Cloud automation engine is formulated in the context of a closed loop system shown in
Figure 4. Control optimization technique using closed loop behavior is mathematically
described.
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Figure 4: Generalized Cloud control system model.
The automated output
with the reference input
(s)

is always fedback to the summing junction so as to compare
. In this case, the output
is given by Equation (6)
i.e.,
(6)

A transfer function
(s) is needed to convert
to the input control
, hence the
feedback contol mapped at the summing junction for compensation with reference
input/arrivals is given by
(7)
The open-loop transfer function is given by the ratio of the feedback control traffic
the operating error traffic
.

, to

=
(8)
The Cloudautomated feed forward is given by Equation (9)
(9)
If the feedback transfer function
, then the open-loop transfer function equals feed forward transfer function. In
order to achieve absolute Cloud control, the close loop transfer function
dynamics is
obtained below.
Recall that
and input
are given by Equation (10)
(s)
(10)
(s)
By isolating

(11)
(s) from Equ. (10) and (11), this gives Equ. (12)

Such that
(12)
The Cloud automated transfer function relating to
to
gives the automated closed
loop transfer function which maps the closed-loop system dynamics to the dynamics of the
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feed forward and feedback elements. Hence, from Equation (12), this gives the expected
model in Equation (13).
(13)
Hence, the output of a closed-loop system linearly depends on the close-loop transfer
function and the type or nature of the input traffic. As such, the input traffic from the smart
IoT metering system can be controlled or regulated using Equation (13) to address the
identified metrics in discussed in this Section. An experimental setup is carried out in Section
5.
4. Cloud Automation Network Evaluation
4.1. Experimental Description
Cloud automated network model for IoT smart meter data management in the Cloud is
simulated for virtualization convergence using MATLABSimevent (SimEvents, 2017).
Discrete event modeling is used to realize the system control network model. This is to
validate the best deployment context in the Cloud. In the experimentation, MATLAB signal to
work space was used to collate data for analysis. Data streams for traffic workloads were
collected from Figure 2 using Table 1. In Cloud IoT automation, latency and resource
availability are considered as key parameters of interest. Dynamic service availability was
analyzed using two server types (virtualized and legacy server types). Service delay time
and resource availability were investigated in the usability experiment. This seeks to identify
the best server condition for Cloud automated IoT metering application as shown in Figure
2. The arrivals, the FIFO queues from the IoT smart meters were routed to the server
resource pool (Server Type-1 and Server Type-2). The individual resource pool sizes
represent the CPU, memory, I/Os, interrupts, among others. Input request job queue (Ui
connection to server resource pool) are sent to the servers (Type-1 and Type-2). In this
case, Vm-Cloud having two servers was setup by logical abstraction illustrated in Figure 3.
This is simulated in Cloud automated infrastructure using Discrete event platform (MATLAB
CloudSimvent) for distributed computing. With the stochastic nature of user requests as well
as data capture on the Cloud, the simulation design focused on case-based evaluation
scenarios. The experimental parameters at the virtual machine level for Cloud automation
are captured in Table 1.This illustrate the host configuration for the Cloud automated data
center.
Table 1:Cloud automated control management design parameters.
Cloud Robotic VM
Values
Specifications
Cloud Image size(MB)
1024
Cloud VM Memory(MB)
256
MIPS
20
VM_Bandwidth
1GB
No. of Server CPUs
2
Hypersior Type
Xen
No. of Virtual Machines
10
Cloud Task Scheduling
MIN-MIN
Control Model
Closed loop
Host Configuration
Dell Inspiron ID
0
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Host Memory
Host Storage
H_Bandwidth
MIPS
Datacenter Architecture
Operating System
Max. Transfer Rate

4096
1TB
10G
2000
X86
Linux Fedora
15GB

As depicted in the configurations, the attributes of VMs, metered end user traffic, and optimal
parameters were simulated for different user requests tasks. A task scheduler, robotic data
center, 10 virtual machines was initially created. To enhance resource optimization and
scheduling of tasks considering the selected virtual machines, a MIN-MIN local scheduling
algorithm is used for large scale data aware system. Table 1 gives the attributes of Cloud
automated VM which is applied in a two case scenario. The parameters were designed
based on the available resources at host level in the data center. With the VMs, job
tasks/Cloudlets are scheduled with MIN-MIN scheduler for Vm ID. In the work, optimal
bandwidth of 10GB is sufficient enough to drive spatial Big datasets from the IoT meters.
The host machine including its parameters at Cloud data centers in Table 1 is virtualized to
allocate the storage, computing and network resources to the Cloudlets. It ensures that the
limit of primary, secondary storage as well as a band width requirement at the user level is
maintained.
4.2. Experimental Analysis
This Section presents the results of the Cloud network evaluations similar to the works in
(Okafor, 2017a; Okafor et al. 2017c). The open loop and closed loop modes are investigated
for IoTcontrol-communication performance using system delay and resource availability
matrices.
4.2.1. System Delay Response
From Figure 5, two servers were introduced with their data stream request states. These
are Server Type-1 and Server Type-2. The plot shows the number of requests waiting for
resources from the associated server pool. There were more requests for legacy Server
Type-1 resources which created heavy wait states compared to requests for virtualized
Server Type-2 resources which have very minimal wait states. Any delay that is consistently
longer than specified in accessing the end-user GUI is unacceptable. When the delay is
consistently much shorter, over-provisioning of resources for users is evidenced. This is the
case with the virtualized Type 2 server. The average job wait time for Type-1 resources is
78.24% while that of Type-2 virtualized server resources is 21.76%. This implies that the
virtualized server Type-2 with larger pool size offer better queuing job delays (21.76%)
compared with server Type-1 (78.24%). From the results, it is shown that the larger pool size
of Server Type-2 resources resulted in a lower average wait time even with a higher request
rate and longer duration of resource use. This is the converse for server Type-1 due to
absent of a robust resource management scheme.
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Figure 5: Plot of Combined Effects of data stream Queuing Job Delays.
4.2.2. Resource Availability
In the Cloud domain, the control characteristics are established between Server Type-1 and
the Server Type-2. Both are compared in terms of their individual resource availability
responses. Service availability in the Cloud domain is a determining factor for fault-tolerance.
Figure 6 shows the instantaneous values of the number of resources available for use in the
corresponding resource pools. Similar to the approach in Figure 5, the average wait times for
requests (for each of the resource pools) are captured in workspace variables. This is done
from the statistics of the Server Type-1 request queue and Server Type-2 request queue
blocks for resource availability. It is observed that the service availability of legacy Server
Type-1(open loop mode) and virtualized server Type-2 (closed loop mode) are 35.58% and
64.42% respectively. The impact of virtualization vis-à-vis resource allocation in heavy
workload domain cannot be overemphasized. This implies that Server Type-2 will have
smaller job completion times while being fault tolerant.
AvgResources Available Type_2
AvgResources Available Type_1

Resource Availability
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Figure 6: Network service availability response
5.
Hardware System Implementation
This section presents the implementation model with focus on IoT metering system briefly
highlighted in Section 3. The hareware programming is done with C++ while the web
scripting langauge used for browser interface is Java Server Page (JSP).
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Figure 7 shows the development phase of the IoT metering system using embedded
microcontrollers and sensors (current and voltage). The IoT RF transmitter, ADE7756AN,
with its decoder, are driven by the IoT configured Andrino microcontroller board
/ATmega328.

Figure 7: On-Site setup of IoT Based Metering System.
The IoT controller has an identification tag-ID for the machine to Cloud interafcing. This
transmits sensed data to the Cloud and vice-versa. Figure 8 depicts a prototype phase of
the IoT based metering system used for Cloud integration in Figure 2. It shows some end
user devices metered from the Solar inverter. This is used for load consumption profiling on
the Cloud application.

Figure 8: Collection Components for Cloud IoT Metering System (author’s Testbed, 2017)
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Figure 8 shows the developed application for end user accounts on the Cloud. This is used
for status update, DSM and Load Profile Characterization (LPC)in the IoT-SMS. As shown in
Figure 8, the GUI application allows end users to even carry out predictive analytics. Big
data for yearly information status update, DSM and LPC are audited. It supports meter
selection type, control regulation interface, start-up, shut-down, load profile, parameter
indexing. On the Cloud, users remotely interacts with the system in the form of plug-and-play
routine. Start-up and shut-down controls are incooperated. The system allows for Ondemand real time data accumulation which leads to a functional big data storage used for
profiled analytics in respect of the end-users energy consumption patterns.
In this research, there are some challenges despite the role of virtualization on Cloud
automated domain. Security concerns and user privacy poses some issues in this field
especially with micro-services. The reason is that with the IoT metering sensors, data can be
sent to the Cloud for analytics. When these meters generate massive images/videos with its
processors from private homes, the possibility of network attack is obvious and this can
affect the real time computations by the Cloud servers. Load balancing Algorithms (LBA) for
Cloud containerization is another area of consideration. Traffic workload from the IoT meters
must be stabilized by LBA in order to ensure reliable service rates at all times. As discussed
in Section 3, with optimal servers for the virtualized Cloud network (VCN) running IoT smart
metering system (See Appendix 1), the following advantages are observed: flexibility,
scalability, performance efficiency, and ease of integration.
6.
Conclusion And Future Works
This paper has presented Cloud automation for IoT smart metering using embedded
computing and virtualization closed loop QoS metrics. The system delivers the promise of
utility computing vision with flexibility, scalability and availability offerings for end users.
Cloudautomated system architecture, and the design were discussed. An initial experiment
based on virtualization convergence was carried out. The analysis for Cloud based resource
provisioning using Type-1 and Type-2 servers was performed to ascertain the significance of
virtualization on availability and delay. Data stream is generated from the IoT metering
system and stored in a virtual drive engine. JAVA Netbeans, C++ and MATLAB were used
for data estimation and real time verification. For metering estimation, the IoT smart meter
was used to introduce precise metered bills rather than relying on access layer estimates. In
essence, all the metering systems can now be integrated into the Cloud for intelligent
profiling and analytics using the virtualized layer. With the trending ubiquitous Cloud platform
(Rajkumar et al, 2009), transactions with networked dynamical systems such as automated
Cloud devices will place a serious demand on QoS expectations. As such, future work will
investigate load balancing algorithms for Cloud automated infrastructure considering sensor
integration for large data streams. In real life deployment, Cloud automated interfaces will be
adapted to incorporate complex algorithms for signal processing regarding billing confidence
measures. The use of machine learning algorithm for data mining will be explored in future
work also.
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Appendix 1- Cloud IoT Metering System (Application layer), (author’s Testbed, 2017)
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